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ABSTRACT 

Tho helidty of the electron and positron. from rriuon decay has been 

measured by determinhig the sense of circular polarization of their brems

strahlung by the method of absorption in iron magnetized against or along 

the direction o£ motion ofthe particles. The positron ls found to be right

h::mcled and the electron left-handed. 

The results are conshtent with the two-component neutrino the,Dry, 

which assumes V, A interaction, conservation of leptons, and loft-hrmded 

neutrinos. 
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0 * HELlCITY OF THE ELECTRON AND POSITRON IN MUON DECAY 

Pierre c. Macqr Kenneth M. Crowe, and Roy P. Haddock 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 29, 1958 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since Lee and Yap.g advanced the hypothesis of the violation of the 

pa.rity-conservation law in physical phenomena proceeding from weakly inter

acting particle fields, 1 vigorous theoretical and experimental efforts have been 

made to clarify understanding of weak interactions. This hypothesis of parity 

nonconaervation doubled the already large nwnbe1• of independent parameters 

required to ciescribe weak interactions. Landau, Lee, Yang, and Salam have 

reinve atigated the old and appealing two-component neutrino theory and have 

shown on the basis of this theory that the number of parameters is halved once 
. 2 

we are able to dete.rmine the helicity of the neutrino. ln the following dis-

cussion we assum.e that the two-component theory applies. 

The experiments on the electron distributi.on from oriented beta sources, 

on polarization measurements, and on the absence of interference effects in the 
3 ' . . 

spectrum shape lead to two possibilities for {3 decay: 

(a) it is of the V and A £orm of interaction. and emits left-handed 

neutrinos (the neutrino h defined as the neutral particle emitted in the bound

proton decay), or 

(b) it is of the S, T, and P form of interaction, and emits right-handed 
' 

neutl'inos. 

A clear choice between these two classes for ~ decay has been n'lade by 
4' 

Ooldhaber et al. They have measured the polarization of the neutrino in electron 

· K capture by the method of resonance scattering of the 'Y ray •. The neutrino h 

left,~handed; therefore, the beta interaction is of the V and A form. 

The study of f.1 decay throws additicnal light on the weak-interaction 

phenomena. For we may now ask: Is the hypothesis of lepton conservation 

consistent .with the experimental data o£ muon decay if we accept a Ut'liversal 

*work done under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy Com.mission. 

t· 
·On leave of absence from the University of Louvain, Belgiu..-n. 
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!~··c:r:n.'li interaction, i.e., a left-handed neutrino with a. V and A 

iutcj:action? 

From the shape of the p. +-decay spectrum we know that the fJ. +-decay 

interaction h of the V and A type and that the neutral particles are distinguiGh

a.ble, i.e., 

( 1) 

"'.rn.erefore, the ._.. + is an antilepton (tJ. +, e +, and v are antflcptons ). Then 

we can conclude !rom 

11'+- !fl.+ + v ·, ( 2) 

that the n.eutral particle is a neutrino. 
5 . . 

Lee gives a q.ualitative argument that relates the sign of the polariza-

tion of the ..-,+and the~ particle, which is repeated here. 

At the high .. energy end of the beta spectrum the neutrino and au1tineutrino 

are em.itted together in the opposite direction from the beta particle;. 

Because the neutrin.o and antineutrino spin in opposite directions thelr net spin 

is zero,. therefore 'the j3 particle has the same spin as the muon. Ft·om the 

asymmetry in the beta distribution-it is known that those states are 19trongly 

f&ll.vored.in which the !}-particle momentum is antiparallel to the n'luon momentum 

in the pion rest fra.n'le. 6 .If the {} particle is· right-handed then the muon is 

left .. handed, and vice verea. This result can be shown to hold for all electron 

energies, and the quantitati.ve result is given in the comparison with the data in 

Section XU D. Then it £ollows from Eq. (2) that the J.L~ is left-handed, and 

frorn Lee•s argument that the high-energy e+ iS ·right-handed. Similarly the 

f.L ... ia right-handed and the high-energy e· is left-handed. 
. . 7 

Preliminary experimental results reported by Coffin et al. disagree 

with the elcpected value. Their results were only tentative and subsequent 
7 

results were inconclusive. 

We undertook a new experimental determination of the polarization for 

both the electro\"1 and the positron from IJ. decay. Meanwhile, Culligan et al. 

obtained a result for the positron polarization in agreement with the V-A 

interaction and left-handed neutrino. 8 

In this paper we present our results for both positron polarization and 

electron polarization in the fJ. decay. 

The reversal of the sense of polarization of positron and electron is of 

interest both from experimental and from theoretical pointe of view. 

, 

., 
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1. Experimentally some of the systematic errors that may be preoent 

in this type of measurement will be eliminated i£ the ma.gnitu.dei!J of the 

observed asymmetries are equal. The di££erence between the observed 

asymmetries ie insensitive to errors. which are often difficult to elbnina.te 

with complete certainty. 

2. It is frequently stated that the parity-nonconserving experiments 

have also demonstrated that charge-conjugation invarlance is violated. Actu.aUy 

it is P and the product P T that are not conserved; therefore, either C or 

CPT is not conserved. 9 Since CPT invariance follows from extremely gen.era.l 

principles, it would be di£ficult to accept a contrary result (i.e., that the sense 

of polarization was the same for both electrons and positrons) within the frame

work o£ the pres.ent theories. However, relatively independ,.mt of suc~1 theories, 

a change in sign of polarization for electron and positron corning via unpolarizc:!:d 

muons from negative and positive pions clearly demonstrates the failure of the 

inva:riance of the weak decay processes under charge conjugation. 

ll. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD 

The technique used to determine. the piDlarization of high-el'H'!:rgy {:) particles 

from fJ- decay is an exten.aion of that uaed by Goldht::~.ber et al. lO, 11 It d(~pends 
on two phenomena~ (a). the bremsstrahlung radiation from a longitudinally 

polarized l3 ray i.a circularly polarized, and (b) the Compton transmission of 

circularly polarized y ray,~ through magnetized iron depends on tbe field 

direction and magnitude. As helicity h strongly conserved in the bremsstrahluu.g 

proceas, determining the direction of the polarization of circularly polarized 

y rays aho determines thtr.:. ~Hrection of the fl-ray polarization. 

Beta partiCles from both .-, + decay and J.1- decay were studied~ Th~ r;/ 
!f:: particles arose from decay at rest of.-, meaons fro.m a meson beam stopped 

in carbon. The tJ. +mEH110ns are produced by the decay of stopped ii +: the p.- by·. 

decay in flight of 'IT .. mesons. 

A. Me son Beam • 

~·1esons are produced by the 74Q .. Mev circulating beam of the 184 inch 

synchrocydotron striking a ~-by-l-inch 2-inch-long beryllium target. These 

mesons are momentum-analyzed by the cyclotron field and then enter the 

· magnetic channel shown in Fig. 1. The beam of positive n1esons h monitored 

and degraded in energy in the range telescope before being brought to rest in a 

carbon stopper, which serves as the ~-particle source. 
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A momentum of 210 :i: 12 Mev/c was accepted by the magnetic channel. 

Thi a channel consists of (r._) a 24-inch-long quadrupole magnet aet, placed between 

the cyclotron tank and the ~yclotron .shielding wall. (b) an 8-by-12-in 8-ft-long. 

iron collimator through the ahielddng wall, (c) a strong-focusing 30° bending · 

n:w.gnet, (d) a 5econd quadrupole pair mounted in a 4-·ft·thick shielding wall, and .~ 
0 . 

(e) a 45 bending magnet. 

/-,.dditional shielding was placed ae shown between the COUL1ters and the 

cyclotron along the direction of spray ~rom the cyclotron pole pieces. 

The arrangement for monitoring and stopping the mesons is shown in 

Fig. 2. · A l-in-thick carbon slab was placed in front of the firnt counter to 

elimina.te protons in the beam. The counters were 8-3/4 X 8~3/4 >< 1/4-in 

plastic scintillator viewed by RCA.-6.810 A photomultipliers. 

:For the IJ.+ experiment,' 'IT+ mesoni3 were brought to rest in the st:.opper .. 

J?ion decay at rest gives unpolarized muons. 

In the ltll experiment 11-'s were stopped. These are obtained b~r 

rever sing the cyclotron field and all the magnet .fields, and using additional 

absorber. Then the ti'" (which have a longer ra·nge) are brought to reS;t in the 

carbon stopper. The ~1- 8s are depolarized, owing both to the stopping material 

and to the cyclotron residual field of - 50 gauss present at the absorber. 

The intensity of the n+ beam, which cornea off the target in the direction 

oppo1dte to the. bombarding protons, was -6 X 106 particles/n'linute. .The n .. 

· beam, which comes oft in the forward direction, was -3 times am intense, but 

bec~.uee only lO~.o ofthis beam is ~-•s, the rate for the~- expcriment'was less 

than half that for .the ~+ exForhnent~ The range curve for the positive pion 

beam is shown in Fig. 3. 

B. Pola:dzation Analyzer 

Figure 2 shows a scale sketch of the ·analyzer arrangement. A vertical 

alignment of the analyzer axis was chosen in order. to remove the fl and y ' 
detectors £rom the plane of the meson beam and the median plane of the cyclotron. . . . . 

The ~ rays coming £:rom the meson stopper are monitored by the ~ telescope. 

The counters ~ 1, ~ 2, and 13 3 are -!-in-thick plastic sdntillators viewed 

through 3-ft-long light pipes by RCA 6810A photomultiplierll!. Long light pipes 

were required to minimize the effect of the' analyzer field o~ the sensitivity of 

·the photomultiplier. Concentric soft iron and mu metal cylinders shield the. photo

tube !rom the residual field. The (:) rays produce y radiation in the target, in 
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the~~ p2 countera, and in the ~-in. lead convcn·ter. The mixture of photons 

and elactron .. positrons strikes a 6-in. -thick iron cylinder magnetized to 

satut·ation, ond those emerging are counted in the y counter. A d.ifferential 

range curve of the stopping mesons obtained with the (3 1 (3 2 counters is given 

in Fig. 3. 

The magnetized iron cylinder, 6 in. in diameter and 6 in. lon.g, con'lpteted 

the r.tlagnetic circuit o£ an H-type magnet, which was driven near r:~atu.ration by 

30 amps through 500 turns. Figure 4 is a map of the field component in tbe 

z direction. '!'he average field Bz is about 15.7 kilogauss for 6 in. Me<tsn.are .. 

ment of the photon dr<::ular polarization is made by -re:gillitoring the t:rant!l.tnh ahm 

tlu·ough the iron when the tna.gneti.c field points toward the lead converter 

(up) and o\~.lpOeite to it (down). 

A third counter (13 3 ) between the iron core and ,Nal cryst.al is UB~d in part 

of the ~'tperbnent tQ detect charged particlea col'ning out o£ the iron. 

The gam:r.n;3. radizition was detected by a Ntti('l'l) Harohaw c.:r.ymt.td, 4 in. 

in diameter a.nd 4.ln. thick, viewed by an RCA 6810A photomultiplier. 'l'he 

photomultiplier tube was ~hielded from the analyzer field by four conc:ent:dc 

n:w.gnetic oh.iclds, t'.vo !!~oft iron shields, and two mu metal shields. ·The (~n,ertr-i 

d~ter:n1ination is obtained £rom the amplitude of the r:>i~inal ta.l-r.en from. the fourth.· 

dynoc1c. Th:ta o-utput for an ant.1de voltage of 1800 vis required t() obtain 

lhtearity C?Ver the energy range we used; Fig. 5 shows the resolution meatnlred. 

fo·r v-ray energies o£ 1.16 and 1.33 Mev from Go60 and for 14.8" and 17.5-JA.{:w 

'V ra.ya t•esulting from the Li 7 (p, '\f) Be 7 reaction ushlg 450-kev protons. The 

energy scale is linear within 10'% and the resolution has a full width at half 

:rna.,dxnu.n1. of < 10%. 

C. Electronics 

The electronics t!Jhown in Fig. 6 consists of a ten-channel pulse-height 

:.ma.lyzer gated by a P 1 ~ 2 'V (or. (3 1 fi 2 ~ 3 'f)~ ·coincidence formed in a coin.ddenc:e 

circuit with a rC;H>Olving tir;..'le of -2 >< 10"' 3 sec. 

The pu.lse~hcight analyzer measu1·ed the a:mplitude of the eigoal from. t.l-:~.e 

£ourth dynode of the Nal photomultiplier tube with an integrating t:in.1e constant 

of several n-:ticror::eco,nds. 

The fl 1 fl 2 coincidence rate was regir,jtered independently in a fast-counting 

channel and was used for relative normalization of the data. Vie .c'>lso counte;;:l the 

number of '( :rays (wlthout the p 1 ~ 2 y-coindclence (,:;ate requirement) ~.'vi th pulse 
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lv:'d.ghts greater than the minimum analyzer channel. These counts, which werce 

n1ainly background not associated with the tl"''Y events. provided us with a. 

c~.:maitive indicator for any small influence of the analyzer field on the 'I detector. 

The 1'1' 1 .. n 2 coincidence rate provided a continuous monitor on the me son 

beam. and an ionization chamber within the cyclotron vault monitored the 

cyclotron internal bea.m. 

D. CI;?eration, and Calibration of Electronics 

Photomultiplier voltages and coincidence diecrimtnators were adjusted 

to optimize the signat .. to-accidental ratio Without sacrificing stability. 

The I) telescope was adjusted well up on its sensitivity plateau to reduce 

drift and. minimize any changes in tube gain due to the analyzer fringe field. 

'l'he signals to the fast coincidence channel are voltage-limited before 

th.e coincidence requirement is met. 
60 The pulse .. height analylll;er was calibrated with a Co source at~ regular 

intervals during the experiment and variations of the pulse height we:re leas 

than 2%. We define the signal as the sum of the counts in the ten-ehnnnel pulse-
' 
height analyzer, and by accidentals we mean the correaponding sum when the 

y cha.t'Hlel has been. delayed by 16 X 10"' 8 sec with respect to the fl cha.nnel of the 

fast-coincidenc.e circuit. 

During most runs, the pulse-height analyzer channels, 3 Mev wide, 

covered energies from Z to 28 Mev. Tables 1 and 11 show the signal and 

accidentala rates in di!ferent energy intervals for the experiments. 

Some of the background in the pulse-height analyzer signal comes from

accidental coincidences in the fast channel that opens the gate of the pulse-height 

analyzer. These are mainly accidantals between real~~ ~Z events and random 

'Y pulses, which are far more numerous when pulees are small than when they 

are large (as shown in Fig. 7). 

The amplitude of the y-ray signals (which is differentiated and uaed for 

the 13 ~ y coincidell'Ce) ia adjusted so that there will be reasonably high 

sensitivity over the entire pulse-height interval corresponding to 2-to- ZS·Mev 

y-ray energies in the pulse-height analyzer. 1£ the y-ray sensitivity is set for 

too low a pulse-height amplitude the number of accidental gates increases 

rapidly. In practice the 'Y·ray sensitivity was adjusted for each run to give a 

satisfactory eignal .. to-accidental ratio in the 8-to .. 28-Mev region. Thia aome

timea resulted in a loss of sensitivity in the lowest energy channel. The 

aensitivity for the low .. energy channel varied from a minimum o! - 30o/o to - 80o/o, 
depending on the shielding conditions. beam level, etc. 

I 
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Number 
of coin-

cidences 

Total time 
of obser-
vations 

Table I. Data for various ~+mesons. (See text). 
Nurribers of events observed in each pulse-height channel 

Number 
of y 

Channels (pulse energies, in Mev) 

rays 

(31 (}~ lJ. t (X 1024) 2 - 3 3 - 5 5-8 8-11 II - 12 16-17 '17- 20 20 - 22 22 - 25 > 25 

I Total Coinc. 

"'I Total Coinc. 

" " 

(tli 

(,(,): 

(X 10 ) 

324.4 

324 

(min) 

646 9, 654 

641 9,519 

242,9,15 

233,093 92,646 

12,986 

~ Background ('1') j 93.8 , 64,088 20,613 905 

5,347 

5,260 5,048 

332 500 

j ~-a·c-~g·r·o-~n·d· . ~~ ~ .... 9.3 .. ~ ....................................... ~ ~:~~~ ., .. 1.9.' ~~~ 1 ....... ·8·9·3· ... . .. ..... ·3·3·3· ...... .1. ............... ~~~-: .................... .. 
6 ( <f,) 

I ·, I Total Co inc. rl'l( 176.1 

Total Co inc. (-l.)l 173.3a 

"' Background (t) 53.4 

" " ~ Be.ckground (-l.) 53.1 
>-1-1 .......................... . 

g 
" ~ 6 (%) 

Total Coinc. 

!Total Caine. 

00 Background 

" ~ Ba.ckground 
..c ........ . 
u ... 
"' ::E 6 (%) 

Total 6 (%) 

('I'll 396 
I 

(.j,)J 388.3a 

! 
('!') 77,9 

(.).) 77.7 

438.9 2,352 

439.7 2,297 

I 604,4 2,841 

! 588.9 2,751 

+o.63 

20,735 

20,417 

I, 595 

1,617 

17,627 

16,62! 

1,826 

1,642 

+1.6 
±2.4 

31,641 

30,136 

2,274 

2,264 

+ 1.1 +7.2 +8.7 ± 2.9 
± 2.8 ± 2.0 

5, 963 4,272 I, 784 1,196 

5,804 4,002 1,582 1,146 

512 320 42 37 

474 346 48 24 

........................ J ................ . 

+3.2 6,3 +7.2±.3.0 
±3.3 ±2.4 

15,54616,664 3, 212 2,830 

14,729 6, 215 2,969 2,569 

323 53 27 24 

337 56 41 27 

'+2.53 ± 1.26 + 3.83 • +5.23 + 6.90 ± 2.0 
± 1.37 i ~1.89 

I 

+2.17 ± 1.01 + 7. 30 ± 1.42 

a These runs were .made with different weight; i.e., the accumulated charges on the beam integrator were un_equal. 

+ 8.5±3.7 

1,207 740 I 652 794 

1,104 686 570 744 

41 30 AS IIC 

32 20 45 92 

+9.4 ± 3.4 

2,179 1,000 540 1570 
I 

2,116 937 474 1662 

34 22 27 i 
I 
I 

34 14 
.. ~~ .... .1 ...... 

+3.73±2.8 

+ 6.6 4 ± 1.87 

I 
-.!) 



Table II. Data for various }J- me.::.:ons (See text. } 

-------,------~-c-------,--------r--N-u_m_~s of events observed in each pulse-height channel. 

e ! Number 
of coin-

Total time 
of obser-

Number 
:of y Channe.ls(pulse energies, in Mev), 

22 - 25 > 25 1 cig:ni3c;s ~ati~ns (Xr~b~4) 2- 3 I 3- 5 - 8 Is- II II - 14 114- 17 II, 17- 20 20- 221 

I 

6 (min) I 1 
(X 10 ) ; I 

.------~--~-----+-------+11
1

--,---~----+-i----~---r----+-----~:.--l,-38_4 __ ~1 ... -,,-04-8--+---~----~------
:Total coinc. (t): 353 610 i'1, 236 78,989 22,147 4,721 1,842 • ! 1,741 986 

"i a 
"!Total coinc. (1) 368 641 iJ, 285 78,626 23,681 5,296 2,215 ; 1,469 1,073 
.C• 

1,8 51 986 

~ jBackground (i) 
>• 

!55 28,300 4, 560 770 427 395 351 584 369 

Z !Background (~) 17la 5,094 811 465 442 384 596 394 

'l························· I 
T 

• • • • • • • • J • • • • •..• ,,!, ...•. 

"' 

5 (%) 

Total coinc. (f) 

Total coinc. ('.\,) 

~ 
1
Background 

g! 
~;Background 

....,i 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . 

•i 

147.5 

148.7 

15.7 

862 

865 

I 
7,204 

7,134 

. . 1.~.7 ..... i ............ \ ............... . 

!06 

94 

4 

-4.84 
±2.13 -13.18 ± 3.38 

831 

736 

1,659 i 1, 393 

I, 582 1,40 I 

27 37 i 4 

22 34 6 

. . . . . . . l . . . . 
I 

+10.5 ± 5.6 

761 

779 

-0.91 ± 2.85 

789 

812 

I 
-1.30 ± 7.55 

655 501 560 1, 227 

703 514 572 1, 286 

8 16 

2 ... ~- ...... ~ .... l ... ~~ .. . 
- 3.65 ± 4.31 i 6 (%) I I 

1---------r-----+--~--+-----~---+----~~~--~---------+----~---,----,----
Total coinc. (1') 154.9 671 

,_ Total coinc. ( ~) 155.2 662 

" ~ 
~ Background (1) 38.6 
.c, 
~\Background ({,)' 37.2 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

I(%) 

Total coinc. (1') 147.6 

.c ~Total coinc. 

u ~Background 

"' ~. 

147.6 

28.8 

23. 9a 

245 

243 

6,525 

6,418 

2,137 11,492 

2,339 1!,159 

127 

152 

I, 366 

1,246 

4,811; 1,956 

4,865; 1,824 

304. 38 

z16 1 43 

. ...... ~ ......•............... •'. 

! 
+ 3.28 ± 2.59 

2,413 1,414 11,549 3,562 1,242 

2,377 I, 386 11,233 3,561 1,316 

121 1,220 176 28 

78 961 134: 19 ::1 !Background 
! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . 

+3.91 ± 2 78 

6 ( %) + 1.6 5 +0.91 ± 1.37 

960 

992 

19 

27 

+ 4.88 ± 3.15 

627 

793 

. 756 

28 

26 

579 

633 667 

14 23 

17 14 

' I .................... 
-7.6 ± 3.58 

-3.71 ± 1.61 

681 

745 

35 

44 

516 

5:l7 

24 

15 

aThese ru~s were made with different weight; i.e., the accumulated charges on the beam integrator were unequal. 

... 

340 348 

336 378 

37 44 

34 53 

-9.61±7.7 

315 

306 349 

20 17 

12 36 

-4.31 ± 7.5 

-4.28 ± 3.10 

.. . 

685 

764 

65 

71 

640 

643 

80 

69 

...... 
0 
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E. Experimental Procedure 

To cancel out any effe'cts due to equipment drift or variations in the 

operation of the cyclotron, we made alternate runs of about 10 minutes each. 

first with the field up (toward the lead radiator) then with the field down~ The 

lengtl1 of the run was determined by the accumulated charge from an. ionh:a. .. 

tion chamber placed near the meson port of the cyclotron. Measurements 

were made to show that runs of equal accumulated charge produced the aan1e 

total number of f3 1 ~ 2 coincidences over a change of at least a factor of 10 in 

the 13 1 !5 2 rate. "Accid1i!nta1G" runs with field up and field do~n were taken 

about every fifth cycle. 

UI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Data 

The data taken over several days' running time were reduced as follows: 

(a.) The nutnbe1•s of~~ rs 2 coincidenc·ea and counts in each channel of the puhe

hdght analyzer v..'ere added together for all runs with field up and with fi~!d 
down. (b) 'l'he totals for field down were normalized to the ea.me total number of 

13 1 p2 coincidences as with field up, (c) All accidentah•measuring runs {field up 

;;,.nd down) were t6taled together and normalized in the same way. Then the 

qu.;:..mtities we call N1(tl and N1(~) (where i is the channel nurnber) are obtained 

by subtracting accidental counts from the signa.l. 

Table 1 a.nd li show the data for each run. 

F'igure 8 shows the pulse-height spectrum for the y rays with tl1e 6 in. 

of iron in place. The c•emtral curve p 1 13 2 y is our main signal. 

The variable 6 used to interpret the result of these experiments is 

d~rived from the experimentally measured quantities by the formula 12 

(3) 

Figu.t·e 9 shows a plot of 5, where different energy channels have been grouped 

together so that each group has roughly the same net number of counts in it, the 

errors shown are ba.s.ed on the counting statistics only. 

The numbers indicated in the·figure have been corrected from Tables I and 

11 for a small E.ihift in the zero. (See Section UI B.) 
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B. False Asxmmet~y Due to Field Dep~~dence of the y-R:li Counter 

Examination of Tables 1 and II shows that the number of ungated y rays 

'lhith pulse h~ights greater th9-n the minimum analyzer channel (y) was con

sistently larger with!ield up th~n with field down for both e +and e· rune. In 

fact. there was an asymmetry of + l.S''lo when all run~ were averaged. We 

believed this effect was due to magnetic-field effect on the photomultiplier 

sensi.tivity. To test this hypothesis we went to a different geometry where we 

computed the instrumental asymmetry and then checked it by a direct 

measurement of the asymme~ry. 

Figure '4 showa the field distribution for two different geometries. On 

the left side is the "usual geomet:t>y" used for the polarization measurel".nentfl• 
'. . 

while on the right side ia the 11hollow geometry" used to checlt instrumental 

asymmetries. ln the hollow geometry the excitation of the analyzer magnet 

produces approximately the same field at the photomultipliers as th.e~ usual 

geometry, bu .. t with only Z. inches of m~gnetized iron in the path of the 'V rays. 

Aa a reslllt. owing. to the reduced length of the magnetized iron the J'esicl.ual 

asymmetry waa about 1 O% of that for the usual geometry, L e~, inatt!'ad of 3.51-'i~J 

to 6.3% the residual asymmetry is 0.35% to 0.63% for 100% polarized (3 rays. 

To simu1ateihe kind of asymmetry introduced by a magnetic field effect 

on the Nai photomultiplier sensitivity we attenuated the '{-ray signal ampl}.tude. 

We e>~:perimentally determined the curve. 6 (E), 

(4) 

where. N1 and N1 
1 represent the numbers registered in channel Hi n without and 

with attenuation •. · The attenuation fac,tor was adjusted to give the same average 

asymtnetry in the ungated y- ray channel a a that produced by rever sing the 

magnetic field direction. 'This 6(E) curve is reported in Fig. 10 (Curve b) •. 

We see that, combining it with the hollow ~eometry (Curve a fo-r right helicity, 

Curve c for left helicity), we are able to explain within statistical accuracies 

the origin o£ the e?'perimental points found with this geometry. Therefore. we 

use the same procedure to calculate the known instrumental asymmetry in the 

"usual geometry. 11 

. Owing to the existence of this instrumental asymmetry it probably would 

have been desirable to £urthe.r improve the magnetic shielding o£ the y counter. 

However, we chose to stop when this asymmetry was of the order of the 

.• 
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statistical limits. In fact, the procedure used to correct the asymmetries 

introduces an error that can be neglected. The whole effect is sufficiently 

s:mall so that, for example, one might as~Sign a conatant zero shift o£ 1.5°/(.) to 

the empirical result in· Tables 1 and 11. If one applies this directly to the 

result in Fig. 9, the agreement between the points and t.he curve is perhapa 

even better. However, to justify the constant,;.ahift procedure one would have 

to assutne a different (but as yet unidentified) source of the fa,lse asymmetry, 

C. Enumeration of Possible Sources of Asymmetries 

Before comparing the observed results with the theory we will describe 

aome o£ the sources of asymmetries that come from spurious effects. VV0 will 

divide these effects into two classes. Class A effects are in the same direction 

for either plus or minus muons, Class B. effects reverse With change in sign 

of the particle being studied, that is, they behave in the same way as the signal. 

Class A:· Sir;n of Asymmetry Independent of Sign of Particles 

1. Field effects on the gamma counter 

The one effect that we are sure is present is associated with the fringe . 

field of the analyzer magnet on the v-ray counter. The lack of cylindrical 

symmetry in the phototube construction gives rise to different sensitivities for 

ram all fields in different directions. The size ol the effect ia due to' the com.bin.ation 

of the cyclotron fringe field with the analyzer field so ~hat it is not necessarily of 

the aa1ne magnitude when the cyclotron field is reversed. 

z. Field effects on the beta counter 

'l'he p counters abo are sensitive to .the fringe field of the analyzer. It 

was found that the only positive way to eliminate these effects was to add a ,3-

ft light pipe on these counters. In the final geometry, less than 10 gp;uss was 

present at the ex~.erior o£ the magnetic shield and no asymmetry in~ counts was 

seen (to a.n accuracy of -lo/o), as shown in Tables I and II. 

3. Compton component in the shower 

The shower that develops in the iron includes Compton-scattered e.loctrona. 

If thene electrons are deflected by the field of the analyzer in auch a way as to 

increase (or decrease) the transmission through the iron, the effect will be the 

same for both signs of mu mesons. We believe that such an effect is ellr.cdnated 

by the geometrical oymmetry of the detection system, as discussed directly 

below. 
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Sign of Asymmetry Dependent on Sisn o£ Particles 

1. Deflection o! the Shower Particles 

Orbits of the shower particles excluding the Compton-scattered component 

ru:e deflected by the magnetic Held. When the sign of the primary fS particles is 

~~~· :r!ged the orbits of the shower particles are then interchanged, 1. e. • field-up 

orbits for positrons are the same as field-down orbits for electrons. If the detector 

cr the source is located on the axis o£ the analyzer the deflections with field up and 

with field down are mirror images. Therefore any decrease (or increase) in trans

mission is the sa·me for the same magnitude of field. If the centers of the source 

and of the detector can be· connected by a line that passes through the center of the 

analyzer. the same argument applies. The only geometric ease for which there 

can be an asymmetry is that where in both source and detector are off. tille axis of 
' . 0 

symmetry of the analyzer. and then only the components separated by 90 in azimuth 

. are affected, In our geometry the analyzer is built with an axis of symmetry and the 

detector is on the axis. The sottrce is broadly illuminated and centere<l on the axis. 

The radiator is also located on the axis. 

One would expect that such orbit effects woUld per eist and be exaggerated in 

the lowest-energy ga.~ma channels. No such effect is indicated in the data. 

It does not appear to us that there are any orbit effects of a size comparable 

to the effects being observed here. 

2. Compton ·component in the detector 

Another method for measuring the polarization of 'V rays is to measure a 

change in the yield of Compton electrons from magnetized iron. U the attenuation 

of Compton electrons is small this asymmetry is in the opposite sense from the 

absorption technique used here, To eliminate the possibility that our asymmetry 

might be cancelled o.r reversed by such processes, we performed an experiment 

more sensitive to this effect. In Fig. 2 the counter No. " 3 was added to detect. 

those events with a charged particle leaving the iron absorber. The spectrum in 

Fig• 8 shows that the fraction of these events falls of£ toward low-:energy y rars, 

varying from lOo/o at the upper end to 3o/o at the lowest energy, and the asynunetry 

was measured with this as a signal. The results were in the same direction as' 

the usual asymmetry. The Cbmpton }\eld would drop off at higher pulse heights 

in the detecting Nal counwr. We conclude that the largest fraction of these 

events is pairs made immediately before the detector, and their asymmetry would not 

be distinguishable from the parent 'V rays. 
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D. Compari~:Jon with Theory 

. 1 2 11 
The spectrum for 1.1 decay • • with the two-compon<~nt theory is 

given as 

N (x) dx d Q.. = 2x2 13 .. 2x ± {s (1- Zx) cos 0}] (dx d P)/4'1T 

whe:re x = E/'W. W is the maximum energy of the spectrum (-M,,tc 2/z) = 5Z.8 

and () is the angle between the electron :momentu.m and the ~1. spin. The 

pola.l"izntion of the electrons for the parallel and antiparallel unpolarbed rnuOl'lS 

is 

jgv .. gA.I
2 

IBv + gA 1
2 = 1 - €. 

I + £ 

. '.fhe ~parameter has been eGtimated from the asymmetry experiments. 13 

R ~ = 0.87 :.t 0.12, 

where R represents the depolarizing effects, polarization of muon bf~arn, etc •. 

The percent of ·polarization of the electrons is 

N ~ N 
a. L = ~ ~ 0.87. l\1 +N ~ 
a p 

Therefore within the two-component theory the a.!llymmetry experin1ents esta.bli<>h 

a lo\~ler limit of Q.74. for the polarization. Clearly to improve this lirnit requires 

a _mca8u:rement of accw.·acy better tha.n lO'Yv, which it will be seen is not possible 
. ' 

at this ~Jtage by this experiment! 'The polarization has been calculated by 

I\in:oshita at-.:d Sirlin11 f.or the four-component theory. There are, however, no 

rewt.rictions on the polarization. The relation between the pola.rb::;:;;.ticm. of the 
+ + . 

1T - IL decay and •• - ~t decay viras shown to be a consequence of the CPT· 

theorem. 9• ll 

The scattering of circularly polarized photons by c.:ui ~lectron with its 

spin polarized along the photon <1i:rection haa a cross section 

(]= 0 o*(J1• 

· where the ;>osit.ive. sign refers to photon r::; ;dt1 along ita x1;.omentum, 
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,... Ill 
'Ill l . ~ . .in (1 + Z'V)] 

Zy 

u 0 is the non- spin-dependent t~tal Compto.n cross section, u T h the Thomspon 

cross section, and y • E/m c is the initial gamma energy in electron re&t"-
14 · e · · · 

1nass units. . · 

In the attenuation o! a line spectrum !o1r good geometry1 the asymmetry 

for the transmitted intensity, with iron of length Lin which \7 electrons per 

a.tom a.re polarL~ed along or agairu~t the photon direction,. is 

4 = i- 2 tan :L (N il u 1 L) 

where the negative sign refers to a photon with its spin along its momentum, 
. . . 

N is the number of atoms per unit volume,,· 

(B- H) 
v = vo • :a 

0 

v 0 = 2.02 at roo~ temperature, and B 0 - 21.4 kg. lS 

The polarization of the shower incident ·en the analyzer is not 'kno"\vn. If 

we ass.ume the McVoy and Dyson cross sections 16 we find that for a 100% . · 

forward polarization electron, the polarization P of the photons wit~ an energy 

k=nEis .. , ~ 

N . - N 
P .: forward backward 

· N· +N · · 
· forward backward 

WQ have calculated polarization for photons produced by the bremsstrahlung 

of the :.t-decay beta particles, including the energy loss up to the beginning of the 

radiator. 1£ we assume that the radiator is thin and neglect the shower in. the 

radiator and the iron, we obtain as estimates for the photon polarization the 

values given in Table UI. 

A calculated spectrur~'l (summed ovar the y polariz:ea.tion after passing 

· thr()ugh the 6 inches of iron) is given in Fig;. 8, corrected only for attenuation. 

At low energy this spectrum appears to be low. presumably owing to neglect of 

the cascade effects. 

The actual polarization will be different from this simple model, and work 
17 is in progress on a detailed calculation of such cascade effects. It do~s not 

seem unreasonable to us that in the cascade shower for photons near the critical 

energy (7 Mev in lead), the polarization might be strongly enhanced over that calculat 
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The preliminary Monte Carlo results for the 'V-ray polariza.tion obtained 

by Cookand WUUams 17 for a shower made in 0.5 em of lead by 30-Mev 

electrons already indicate oeveral points. 

(a) The polarization below 5 :Mev follows the McVoy- Dyson result and is 

approaching zero aa indicated in Fig •. 9. 
(b) Above 15 Mev there were no backwards photons and 46 forward pho·tona 

(500 incident electrotls were followed). 

(c) In the region between 5 and 20 Mev the statistics are not sufficient, to 

eetabliah any deviation from the McVoy-Dyson results. 

'l'hese reS::ults aa applied tci this work can be interpreted as follows. 'l'he 

McVoy-Dyson polarization is a good approximation to the actual polarization, 

althot1gh for photons with energy o£ about one-half the incident energy, the 

indication·ia that it underestimates the polarization:. 

To obtain an upper limit for the asymmetry measurerne\lt. we can assume 

100(7v polarhation. This is plotted in Fig. 9. 

=========================~==================---=-·=·==.=-= J :-: 

TABLE Ill .. Calculated asymmetries: 61 h calculated on the 
assumption of good geometry. Pis the gamma-ray polarization 
calculated by using the McVoy .. Dyson results; and 6n ia the 
expected asymmetry with thiS assumption. The rneaaured 
aaymmetry is expected to fall between these two results. , 

------'""'"""'~~'~-''""'·" ·~-.w~.,..,_.,,_..i!<W....,....,, .... ~ ..... ,..,.,.,.,,~ .... ,~--_...._- -11J!'~-·--·----.-....· ~ 

E (Mev) 2.5 5.0 10 15 20 25 
. _ _.,...w........, tm""'WiiHIW""""""""'~\IIi"''l''l''~--________ ,....._ _____ ~~---------------

{) 
I~ 

p 

6u. 

9.3 

lZ 

1.1 

9.0 

24 

i.z 

7.2 

45 

3.2 

6.0 5.1 4.5 

64 78 88 

3.8 4.0 4.0 
I -=========:::=::·=· _ ---··,.,..===~=:::::;!'''"'"''n··n,~· .... ·-=~~":~·JI'""'r-._,~==~;:!!::z!'~~~~::~~~::~:::.:~"..:'::::;':::~::.·::.::::~:=:·;:.~:::!"'!'1-=... 

In order to obtain a best value for the observed asymmetry, w~ must 

combine the data, correcting for the known instrumental aaymmctriea. We 

ha.ve done so in Table XV· !or both charged muons. The "V-ray energy is cut 

of! at 8 Mev to reduce the uncertainties in the expected a.sym.metry clue to 

possible shower e!fects. 
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TABl,E IV. Results combined fer -y .. ray Gmergies greater than 

' 6 Zero 
correction 

Corrected Calcu!ated 
6 · · · · tuyml.nctries 

. . ' . 
- ..... , .. ~ '"""_""' __ ...,... __ ,...~·-- .. ~---..... -~ .. 4 .... ~~ .. '!'...,.,...,._""_""~· .... :-=·"'~"'~"-"''=~ .... ~-.... ·--~......._ ....... ~~"'·~~ ... - .... ----.......... "':"' ......... __ ................ ~_·-'~·-·· ,,,., .. , .................... " , ...... ~~·" 

·. ··-

e 

6.6 ~ 0,8 

·3.9 ± 1.4 

+ 0.5 :*·O,l 

+ 1.0 * 0.4 

+6.1 lie O~(J . + 3.5 < .6 < +6.3 (R. H. t 

.. :6.3 < 6 < .. 3.5 (L. H.) 

combined -w~; .5.6 :k o. 7 

calculated 6 3.~--~-jaj < 6.3 
==~~==========~ 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The reoults. as shown in Table IV and Fig. 9 indicate that ~ + f.,·s right

han.ded and p· iS left;;,handed. P:"or the two .. co~ponent theory. I.A. +is 1e:£t .. 
18 . ' 

handed, and JJ. .. is right-handed. · The results are in agreen"lent (or, more 
. . 
. accurately, not iB disagreement) With the assUmption of (a) the two--component -

theory with left ... banded neutrinos, (b) conservation of leptbns, (c) universal 
. . . . ' + 

f3•decay theory with'V and A interactions. • {d) complete polarization o£ both f.' and 

~-. 
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18. 'I'he sense of asymmetry (or JJ. .. decay is known !rom counter data only. 

One •!lBS\lmes that the polarizing mechaniem- ... decay in Hight .... iu the 

· same for p. + and f.!"'. The pion spectrum is of course different. although 

Teiegdi reported .no ehnnge in the 1.1- asymmetry coe££id.ent for different 

pion~ene:rgy beams [Proceedings o£ the Seventh Annual Rochester 

Conference on :High-Energy Physics (lnte:recie.nce, New York, 1957)0 

p. Vll-33]. · 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. l. Plan view of the 184-inch cyclotron meson-beam facility. Beams 

of 1T • mesons are obtained by reversing the cyclotr()n field end the 

beam-forming magnets. 

Fig. 2. Details of the analyzer. 11 +(or tJ. .. ) mesons stop in the tilted 

carbon stopper. 
+ + + .Fig. 3. Range curves for the 11 beam. The 1i rate and !3 rate a.re in the 

L 

_same units plotted on different scales. 

Fig. 4. The analyzer magnet core. showing at the upper left the configuration 

of iron. The lower left shows the measured field distribution. The 

upper right shows the "hollow geometry" and the lower right r~hows the 

field in this geometry. 

Fig. S. The pulse-height spectrum observed for Co60 gamma raya a.nd Li(p)')Be
1 

gamma. rays. The background for the Li 'Y rays has not been subtracted. 

The pulse-height channel numbers are proportional to the voltage. The 

arrows on the pulse-height scale indice.te the expected positionn of the 

gamma-ray peaks. 

Fig. 6. The electronic block diagram» consisting of the 11' t~~lescope (lower left) 

and the {3 telescope {upper halq o£ the fast-coincidence circuit. 'I'h.e 

13 1 r3 2 ((:) 3 ) Y coincidence (center) gates the y~pulse-height ana~yiter.; 

·Fig. 7. 'I'he y background present in the ~,t + experiment. Notice th~ rapid. 

vari.?~tion between Sand 10 Mev. Also shown ia the accidental spectrum 

. gates by delaying th~ "{ pulse in the 10 .. 8 ,sec coincidence drctlit. There 

is no evidence of any y pile~up in the slow-'V channel:J. 
. + 

Fig. 8. The observed spectra. of pulse heights for p. - p- y events. The 

~ 1 ~ 2 'Y curve (top) shows the spectrum op.>whkh the asymmetl·y measure

menta are baaed. The ~ 1 ~ 2 p3 'V spectr~m (bottom) shows the relative 

vlzes of events in which a ~ particle leaves the iron a.bsorber. · The 

dashed curve is the gamma-ray intensity calculated at the counter (cascade 

effects in the lea.d a.nd iron neglected). For the transmission in the iron 

the tot<J.l )'-a.boorption cross section is used •. 
. . + -

Fig. 9. Asymmetry meaf!urements obtained for 13 8a from fJ. and !-1· dec<:~y. The 

data have been corrected for a measured shift in the zero line due to the 

influence of analyzer magnetic field on the y counter. The curve~ are 

·calculated asymmetries; 61 would be expected for lOOo/o polarized photons,. 

liu ia. calculated by assu.ming lOOT(' polarized electrcna make 



bremstrr::blung in tho lead radiator but by neglecting multiplicative 

shower e!fects. The top cu:tvea are lor right-banded particles and. 

the bottom c\u'ves for le!t-ha.nded onea. 1'o change the aal3ignment of 

the le£t- and right-handedness it would be necessary to reflect both 

expected curves above the .zero line. 

Fig. 10. Asymmetry measurements made with the "hollow" geometry of 

Fig. 4. The curves a and c reflect the emaU expected tllsymmetry · 

due to the 2 in. of partially magnetized iron. The curve b represents 

the asyrnmetry expected due to the residual analyzer field on the 'V counter 

for unpolarized g·amma rays. .The zero shift as applied to Fig. 9- -the 

asymmetry results~-h iomewhat smaUer (X 2/3) than the b curve £or 

positive particles and 1/3 as large for negativ~ particles •. 
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